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From the Reader's Pen 
Hayzum Hamas Has Arrived fi 

I wonder, would the birds be aggravated in their nests by h e  resonating of the bullet and the 
reechoing of the bomb? I wonder, would the moaning of the bereaved woman or the wailing 
of the widow bewiIder the beasts? What would our neighbor do? What could ihe old woman in 
the neighborhood request on a day with no sun? What could their little one do after the fox has 
occupied his playground? What about the youth? How would the youth breathe in this sick 
environment? In these gray years which left them with death as their only companion? 

What a story . . . The story of people obliterated from the chapters of life; the ravines are lands 
bidding their people farewell . . . one group after another and behind them a whip of torture. 

It is the story of that sea that ebbed and revealed a thousand islands! That invasion that 
glittered and produced a thousand glooms . . . and the defeat that crouched and raised thousands 
of grief and death! 

Prison and siege . . . demolition and destruction, brutal violence and indiscriminate killing . . . 
crushing and displacement, expuIsion and deportation, graves and holes . . . borders and 
guards . . . armored armies and armed horror . . . until when? 

Until when? In a world intoxicated with showers of freedom . . . our world remains in dire need 
for a drop, and our people in it are perishing from thirst and burning with sorrow. My country 
stands alone in its grief; its wounds are festered . . . Half a century of bloodshed and weeping 
eyes that have not stopped crying or enjoyed any sleep; calling on our conscience and the 
gorged zeal . . . Why are "the believers" so passive? Woe to them! Why are they silent? Have 
their deeds hardened so much that they burnt? Or have their voices been dried out and 
suffocated? Helpers have diminished and supporters have become scarce? 

0 Arabs! 
Is it he, the disabled one, clothed in awe and respect, to be humiliated so as to spare you the 
humiliation.. and to relieve the ruled and the ruler of their individual obligation? 

Woe to you, Arabs! 
How come you dispute your tribal laws when you have not professionally fulfilled your 
obligations yet? 
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How come you seek an edict for "a woman's voice" but not for "a woman's scream7' or "a 
woman's cry" or "a woman's wail?" You argue about the ruling for "the musical 
instruments", yet what is the ruling of the lethal bullet with you? What is the ruling of the 
burning bomb with you? 
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What is the ruling the destructive rocket have on you? Should blood change into ice for the 
sake of "objectivity"? And the people ruled with an iron fist for the sake of "realism"? 

And you believe in God? 
What a miserable paradox between theory and application, like one who believes there is no 
life but in water, and while contemplating water, he dies of thirst. 

Our enemy is not powerful through his own strength but because of the weakness that lies 
within us. And the weaker we get, the more powerful they become. Their might is but a 
mirage that we view with eyes void of dignity. Our helplessness was the substance that fed 
their superiority. It is our defeated spirit that shaped their victory. Look at our land, how Man 
has renounced his humanity preferring to roam in the vacuum of this earth as a "nobody" rather 
than be "somebody" on the roads of the earth. 

In our homeland, when a person sees himself "in the dreams" as a human being, he wakes up 
terrified and calls onto God three times as his refuge from the devil and from that great 
nightmare ! 

In these years . . . the years of awakening and search for the seIf . . . all over the world, the 
empire of the "One-Man" is disappearing; the "Possible" is stepping up to replace "the 
Impossible." 

We are heard and seen in the most oppressed parts of the world, yet, in our Arab world, there 
are no eyes to see or ears to hear! A world where nothing is mastered but "writing" on 
water . . . a nation with feeble wings and citizens with impotent hand! 

And they believe in God?! 
The Germans pushed their way from the east side of the Berlin Wall to the west side "seeking 
life on1y.l How come the Muslims did not push their way from the East Bank of the Jordan 
River to its West Bank "seeking life in this world and in the hereafter as well?" 

Is this not the same kind of weakness that the Messenger of God - God's peace and prayers be 
upon him - had foreseen? Is it not our relapse of principles that led to a decline in our standing? 
Isn't it true that happiness on this earthly life produces "complacency on earth"; while rising 
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above the earthly life gives dignity on earth? The proud eagle can never beat h e  law of gravity 
as long as it keeps trotting safely on Ihe ground.. .it is then a hostage and a prisoner of 
gravity.. ..However, if it starts flapping and fluttering its wings, it witi start soaring in the air 
thus beating the law of gravity. In Pre-Islamic times, they had a law similar to that of gravity. 
People are prisoners to it until Islam's wing strikes them and sets them free. 
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Today, the wings of Islam are proudly fluttering at the gates of Jerusalem. Oppression lost its 
effect at the gates of Jerusalem, and the lion abandoned its "lair." The people roared out of 
their anger and their eagerness raised them above pain . . . heaven's winds overcame the 
fragrance of the world . . . people's rage became more powerful than the ruler's fist and the 
throw of the brave stronger than the shot of a coward. 

At the time when the "sultans" started building up their loyalty to "their foreign master", a 
count down started in their nation's Ioyalry to them. Those shameless rulers will eventually be 
nothing but stumps of palm in a desolate desert of rejection. 

Every beginning has an end . . . and every end has a beginning. Lo and behold, the beginning of 
the tyrants' end has started. The beginning of the nations wiII end with their victory, salvation 
and the achievement of goals. 

Wasn't that the prophecy of the Messenger - peace be upon him- for ihe "Jerusalemites?" 
Surely it is time for the fatigued power to burst forth and for the disabled senses to regain 
consciousness.. . They are the youth who became acvare of the real situation to impose a new 
reaIity springing from "exalting the proud resolution" and not from the "decline of the Arab 
Summit", who did not "succumb" to weakness or fraiIty or surrender, dragging tails of pride 
and peacefulness behind them. They are our proud stallions that blocked the holes with the 
stabbing of the chests. They are our wind; let us hoist our sails to them. 

Through them the w-aves of change will rise in our quiet ocean. It will be a tide not an ebb tide, 
God willing. 

It was the youth who spoke for the dead and acted on behalf of the living. 

"Hayzum," Hamas has arrived . . . and we will not accept any other than Hamas 

G Hayzum: it is the name of the Gabriel's horse, peace be upon him, which fought in the battle 
of Badr. 
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Written by: Shukri Abou Baker 
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If you do not help today, then when? . . . If not you, then who? 

OCCUPIED PALESTINE 

aDonations are tm-deductible 
What can your donations do? In the Shaded Rocky Alleys 
Sponsor an orphan 
Support a widow You hear the sigh of patience 
Rescue a wounded person and the sigh of disaster.. . 
Support a disabled Martyrs.. 
SheIter a family in the prime of their Iives 
Prepare a shroud for a dead body Wounded.. 
Equip a clinic their blood is crimson color 
Redeem a captive Prisoners.. 
Feed a hungry person [Picture of  a Death is mare merciful than life 
Clothe a needy person wounded child] Fetuses met death.. 
Plant a tree before they are born 
Build a house Camps with no tents.. 
Rebuild a mosque Night of hardship burning like fire 
Educate a student Blown up houses.. 
Equip a school Uncovered slaughters 
Bring a smile Orphans of pride with no parents 
Wipe away a tear Martyrs' wives cannot be consoled 
Light a candle Crippled old man and a widow scream 

0 Muslim! 0 Islam, 0 Muslim, 0 Islam, 0 Muslim, 0 Islam, 0 Muslim, 0 Islam, 0 Muslim 
The Occupied Land Fund is an honest arm that works to collect and deliver donations to 
Occupied Palestine to support its people in their solidarity. Send your donations today to 

O.L.F. 
P.O. Box 928 

Los Angeles, CA 90232-0928 
Tel: (213) 568-9164 - Fax: 568-9251 
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